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Introduction
The clonal selection theory proposed independently by Burnet and Tal
mage in 1957 envisions the immune system to consist of a set of antigen
specific lymphocytes that are selected in ontogeny to avoid reactivity with
self, leaving only reactivity with foreign antigens (l,2). In this theory,
antibodies are viewed in the same light as any other self antigens. Given
the absence of self-reactivity, interactions among antibody molecules are
not predicted. Jerne, however, appreciated that immunoglobulins are dif
ferent from other self antigens in that they possess an enormous sequence
diversity in their v-regions. This led him to expect the occurrence, under
physiological conditions, of internal interactions among v-regions. i.e.,
idiotype-anti-idiotype (Id-anti-Id) interactions. On the basis of this ex
pectation, Jerne constructed a theory of immune regulation based on a
network of interacting v-regions (3).
The assumptions of Jerne's original network theory can be divided into
two categories: completeness assumptions and mechanistic assumptions.
On the basis of the large v-region diversity, it was assumed that for every
paratope in the repertoire, there was a complementary idiotope, and vice
versa. It was also assumed that for every foreign epitope there was an
internal cross-reactive idiotope, i.e., an "internal image." On the basis
of experimental findings, it was postulated that antibodies of different
specificity might share idiotopes. In addition to these completeness as
sumptions, there were mechanistic assumptions that concerned the ac
tivating and suppressive qualities of idiotopes and paratopes (3).
The mechanistic assumptions of Jerne 's original network theory appear
untenable in the light of modern findings (4). However, the completeness
assumptions have not been ruled out. Indeed, the internal image concept,
which arises naturally from the completeness assumptions, has recently
been supported by many experimental findings (5). By themselves, the
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completeness assumptions do not constitute a theory of the immune sys
tem. Rather, they demarcate a large class of theories which have these
assumptions in common. This is an important consideration since the
completeness assumptions in themselves do not allow clear predictions.
Only if appropriate mechanistic assumptions are added can definite pre
dictions be derived and tested.
As originally appreciated by Ehrlich, the most basic feature of the im
mune system is self-nonself (S-NS) discrimination (6). In individuals free
of autoimmune disease, there is apparently no aggressive response against
S-antigens, whereas aggressive responses against foreign antigens are
freely made. It is, therefore, an essential requirement of any theory of
the immune system to provide a mechanism by which S-NS discrimination
is established. As emphasized by Cohn, S-NS discrimination cannot be
encoded in the germline and therefore must be learned by the system in
ontogeny (7). As yet, none of the network theories that have been proposed
have offered mechanistic assumptions that provide a clear pathway to S
NS discrimination. It is the purpose of this communication to explore a
set of mechanistic assumptions that may provide such a pathway. In ad
dition, the theoretical construction that is offered suggests a generalization
of the veto phenomenon and provides an interpretation of MHC-restricted
antigen recognition by T cells that is based on internal images of MHC
determinants. Also incorporated into the model is the currently emerging
paradigm of antigen presentation. A consideration of antigen processing
has led to the proposal that the internal image concept be extended to
include cross-reactions between processed v-region fragments and frag
ments of conventional antigens. It is further suggested that T cells specific
for processed v-regions may influence immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor
rearrangements.
'

Ontogeny of S-NS Discrimination in the B-Cell
Compartment
The theory that will be presented in this discussion envisions the idiotypic
network to be analogous to a huIitan society. Human societies often can
be divided into two segments: one segment that consists of an establish
ment composed of law-abiding citizens that do not commit crimes against
each other and another segment, often referred to as a fringe element,
whose members commit crimes against each other and against the estab
lishment. Although there is continual antagonism between the establish
ment and the fringe element, the establishment, by definition, remains
dominant. Within the establishment there is often a relatively stable strat
ification, with some members having higher rank than others. The me
chanistic assumptions that we offer in conjunction with Jerne's complete
ness assumptions lead to a society of lymphocytes that has analogous
properties.
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In the case of the B-cell compartment, we invoke three principles of
interaction which are referred to as the principle of symmetrical stimu
lation, the principle of mutual antagonism, and the principle of self pro
tection. Consider an anti-S B cell expressing a newly emerged specificity.
Upon encounter with antigen and an appropriate T helper cell, it will be
stimulated to differentiate into a plasma cell and secrete antibody. On the
basis of the completeness assumptions, we expect that within the expressed
B-cell repertoire, there will be another B cell that is anti-Id to the anti-S
B cell. The secreted anti-S antibody will bind the membrane receptors of
the anti-Id B cell and set in motion a series of events that will lead to T
cell recognition, clonal proliferation, and stimulation of anti-Id secretion.
The pathway which leads to the stimulation of the anti-Id B cells is, of
course, a matter of critical importance and will be discussed in the section
dealing with antigen presentation. What should be taken for granted at
this point is that the stimulation of the anti-Id B cell can occur at very
low concentrations of Id.
With time, the concentration of Id and anti-Id in body fluids will rise.
When the Id and anti-Id concentrations reach sufficient levels, we assume
that the clones exert antagonistic effects on each other. The principle of
mutual antagonism assumes that the two clones will tend to destroy each
other by antibody-dependent mechanisms. These mechanisms could in
clude killing by complement, by cytotoxic cells of several types which
possess Fc receptors that recognize antibody-coated target cells (8). and
by cytotoxic T cells that recognize processed v-regions. The latter pos
sibility will be discussed in the section dealing with antigen presentation.
If no other factors were involved, one would expect that it would be a
matter of chance as to whether the Id or anti-Id clone would win the
conflict. However, there .is another factor involved. The conflict takes
place in a milieu containing the S-antigen for which the Id antibodies are
specific. According to the principle of self protection, the presence of S
antigens will enable the anti-Id clone to become victorious, provided, of
course, that the anti-Id clone is itself not specific for an S-antigen. This
is assumed to depend on the ability of S-antigens to adsorb the anti-S
antibodies, thereby reducing their concentration and biasing the outcome
of the conflict in favor of the anti-Id clone. It must be acknowledged that
some S-antigens are sequestered or present at very low concentrations.
In these cases, the adsorption may be inadequate to provide protection
and other mechanisms may be involved.
The model can be summarized in general terms as follows:
I. There is an Id-anti-Id symmetry in the expression of B-cell receptors.
2. There is a symmetry in the stimulation of Id-anti-Id pairs.
3. There is a symmetrical antagonism between Id-anti-Id pairs that is
antibody dependent.
4. When the Id member of an Id-anti-Id pair is anti-S, the symmetry of
antagonism is broken by the presence of S-antigen in such a way
that the anti-Id clone becomes dominant.
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Spontaneous Development of a B-Cell Establishment
The formation of a functional immunoglobulin gene requires DNA rear
rangements in which V, 0, and J gene segments are selected and made
contiguous by recombination events that remove intervening sequences
(9). It appears that the selection of individual segments depends on an
inherently stochastic process. This implies that anti-S B cells will contin
ually emerge throughout the life of the organism. The above model predicts
that this continual emergence of anti-S clones will lead to frequent stim
ulation of the clones that are anti-Id to anti-So Since these clones become
dominant, frequent restimulation should therefore lead to an "establish
ment" of anti- Id clones whose secreted immunoglobulins can be expected
to constitute a substantial portion of the immunoglobulins in body fluids.
These clones can also be expected to be represented prominently in the
pool of memory B cells.
It must be appreciated that there are many S-determinants and that for
each of these determinants there will be many different complementary
v-regions. Associated with each of these v-regions are multiple idiotopes.
Clearly, the number of clones that are anti-Id to anti-S is likely to be very
large. This means that there will occasionally be opportunities for conflicts
among clones that aspire to become members of the establishment. In
these cases, the principle of self protection does not apply. Conflicts should
therefore proceed until the weaker clones are defeated, yielding a set of
clones which do not interact with each other. The absence of interactions
within the establishment and its quantitative dominance within the network
have the important consequence of restricting the levels of immune com
plexes that arise as a result of network interactions.

Composition of the B-Cell Establishment
To analyze further the composition of the B-cell establishment, it is nec
essary to consider the types of anti-Id antibodies that might be stimulated
by anti-S clones. Currently, several different kinds of anti-Id antibodies
are recognized to exist. Some anti-Id antibodies recognize extremely pri
vate idiotopes (10) whereas others recognize more public idiotopes that
are referred to as cross-reactive idiotopes (II). Id-anti-Id interactions may,
or may not, be inhibitable by antigen (2). In addition to these types of
anti-Id antibodies, which will be referred to as classical anti-Ids, there are
also internal image anti-Ids (13) and epibodies (14).
Given that there are different types of anti-Ids, the representation of
these types in the establishment must be considered. Membership in the
establishment is based on the ability of a clone to destroy anti-S clones
and the degree of protection provided by S-antigens. It is immediately
apparent that internal images may be especially efficient in the destruction
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of anti-S clones. This follows from the fact that all clones which recognize
a particular determinant, regardless of the details of their v-region se
quences, should be dominated by a single clone that expresses an internal
image of the determinant. This is in contrast to classical anti-Ids that rec
ognize idiotopes that are unique to a particular clone. Many different clones
recognizing private idiotopes would be needed to dominate a heteroge
neous population of anti-S clones that react with a single S-determinant.
The same consideration should apply, although to a lesser extent, to clas
sical anti-Ids that recognize cross-reactive idiotopes.
As yet, there is little evidence supporting the existence of internal images
of S-antigens on normal serum immunoglobulins. However, a recent report
by Holmberg et al. (15) described the presence of an internal image of a
self class II MHC determinant on a TNP-specific hybridoma derived from
a normal neonatal spleen. The monoclonal anti-class II MHC antibody
used to detect this determinant also showed reactivity with normal serum
from both 12-day-old and adult mice.
In view of the fact that different types of anti-Ids may have very different
efficiencies in performing the functions of establishment clones, it seems
reasonable to assume that the establishment represents a stratified society
in which various members have different ranks. The rank of a clone is
likely to depend on the frequency with which complementary anti-S clones
emerge in ontogeny, since the stimulation and proliferation of establish
ment clones will depend on small amounts of anti-S antibodies. Thus, it
is clear that internal image clones not only are more efficient in dominating
anti-S clones but are also more likely to be stimulated than those expressing
classical anti-Ids.
The concept of rank can be definecl- further. For example, as pointed
out by Jerne et al. (13), it is possible that some internal image antibodies
can image two or more determinants. The more S-determinants imaged
by an establishment clone the higher its rank is likely to be.
Another factor that may affect rank is specificity for foreign antigens.
There seems to be no constraint preventing establishment clones from
having specificity for foreign determinants. Stimulation of establishment
clones by foreign antigens should add to the stimulation provided by the
attempted emergence of anti-S clones. The possibility that establishment
clones can have specificity for foreign antigens leads to a consideration
of epibodies (14).
A basic problem facing the immune system is that foreign antigens often
share determinants with S-antigens. There has to be a mechanism which
restricts the response to the foreign determinants. A solution is possible
within the establishment structure already described. For example, the
response to shared determinants could be down-regulated by clones ex
pressing internal images of the shared determinants. These clones could,
of course, be distinct from those recognizing the foreign determinants.
However, this down-regulation might also be mediated by epibodies which
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simultaneously are specific for the unshared determinant and bear an in
ternal image of the shared determinant. Having both functions in a single
structure would seem to offer increased reliability and efficiency in down
regulating the undesired clones. Epibody-secreting clones should have a
high rank because there are two pathways of stimulation.

Self Ligand-Receptor Systems Represent
a Special Case
A tacit assumption underlying the construction of our theory so far is that
S-antigens do not interact with each other. As will become apparent, such
an assumption is required for the absence of interactions between internal
images in the establishment. However, this assumption is certainly not
correct. For example, within the set of S-antigens there are numerous
internal interactions, which we shall refer to as ligand-receptor systems.
To analyze the complications introduced by these interactions, it is nec
essary to consider the prevailing concept of antigenic determinant. Clas
sically, antigenic determinants are structures at the surfaces of macro
molecules which are intuitively regarded as "protuberances" (16). This
idea is a companion to the notion that the antibody combining site is a
cavity. However, a number of laboratories have raised antibodies that
appear to be internal images of low-molecular ligands of physiological
receptors (5). If the ligands interact with receptor combining sites that are
cavities, then it follows that the combining site on the internal image an
tibody is a protuberance and not a_cavity. It would also seem prudent to
consider interactions between molecular surfaces that are neither cavities
nor protuberances, but which possess complementarity as a result of in
terdigitating structures. As noted by Erlanger, classical concepts of an
tibody combining sites are likely to be oversimplified (17).
Once cavities are regarded as antigenic determinants, it becomes natural
to regard anti-ligand antibodies as internal images of receptor combining
sites. It should be noted that, in some cases, anti-ligand antibodies and
physiological receptors have been shown to exhibit similar specificity pat
terns (18). In the case of a self ligand-receptor system, it seems clear that
an internal image of the ligand is an anti-S antibody because of its reactivity
with the receptor combining site. However, it is also anti-Id to anti-S,
since it should react with an antibody to the ligand. Likewise, the anti
ligand antibody is also simultaneously anti-S and anti-Id to anti-So
These considerations, at first sight, appear to suggest that internal images
of self ligand-receptor systems should be forbidden from the establishment,
since the clones will continually be in conflict and reactive with S-antigens.
However, the above argument has tacitly assumed that antibody specificity
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is qualitative in nature. Affinity and valency effects have been neglected.
Taking the latter into account, it is possible to conceive of circumstances
in which the above difficulties can be avoided.
Consider a low-affinity antibody to a soluble monovalent S-ligand. This
antibody, especially if it is an IgM antibody, might have quite high avidity
(multivalent affinity) for the membrane immunoglobulins on a B cell bear
ing internal images of the ligand. Because of the low affinity of the anti
ligand antibody for soluble monovalent ligand, the ligand image B cell
would not be protected. On the other hand, if the physiological receptor
is a cell surface receptor, then the ligand image antibodies can bind in a
multivalent fashion, leading to high avidity. Hence, anti-ligand B cells will
be protected by the physiological receptor from destruction by the ligand
image antibodies. This will lead to a dominance of clones producing low
affinity anti-ligand antibodies, which can be regarded as internal images
of the physiological receptor combining site. If the affinity of these an
tibodies for physiological ligand is sufficiently low in relation to that of
the physiological receptor, then no pathology should result.
The above scheme leads to an elimination of ligand images and permits
the emergence of low-affinity receptor combining site images. However,
it does not provide a mechanism for the elimination of clones that produce
receptor combining site images having high affinity for the physiological
ligand. Such clones, which might cause autoimmune disease, could, how
ever, be eliminated by anti-Id antibodies of the classical type, since clones
producing these antibodies would be protected by the ligand. Thus, even
though internal images of receptor combining sites may sometimes belong
to the establishment, it appears that the establishment must also contain
anti-Ids of the classical type.

Maintenance of Immunological Memory in the B-Cell
Compartment
The linkage within the establishment of specificity for foreign epitopes
and anti-idiotypic specificity for anti-S clones creates an interesting pos
sibility for maintaining immunological memory. The important point is
that establishment clones specific for foreign epitopes can be stimulated
by anti-S Id in addition to foreign antigens. This means that the anti-foreign
establishment clones will continue to be periodically stimulated after the
foreign antigen has been cleared. These considerations lead to the ex
pectation that the set of B-cell establishment clones is an important re
pository of long-term memory in the B-cell compartment. That immu
nological memory could be stored in the idiotypic network is a possibility
that was noted by Jerne in his original paper (3).
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Interactions within the Fringe Element
Within the fringe element, clones may react with each other, with the
establishment, and with both self and foreign antigens. Unlike the estab
lishment, the fringe element is characterized by internal conflict. An im
portant consequence of this is that secreted fringe element antibodies
should often form immune complexes with other fringe element antibodies
or with establishment antibodies and be cleared from circulation. This is
expected to make temporary any usefulness in providing protection against
pathogens and to reduce reaction with S-antigens. This also means that
the persistent titer to a foreign antigen must be produced by establishment
clones. As noted previously, long-lived clones of memory cells should
also belong to the establishment.

Stability of the Establishment
As indicated above, establishment antibodies can form immune complexes
with fringe element antibodies or with foreign antigens. This means that
the stability of the establishment cannot reside in individual molecules.
Similarly, individual cells in establishment clones might also be destroyed
in conflicts with fringe element clones. The stability of the establishment
would therefore have to reside in the longevity of its clones and ultimately
in the pattern of specificities that is responsible for the periodic resti
mulation of these clones. The absence of stability within the fringe element
would be a consequence of a continual alteration of the pattern of spec
ificities expressed as a result of internal conflicts and conflicts with the
establishment. It should be noted that Jerne has concluded from an analysis
of lifetime measurements that it may be possible to divide network com
ponents into long-lived and short-lived sets (16).

Autoimmune Disease and the Establishment
A network consisting of a fringe element and an establishment provides
a context in which to recast the traditional perspective of autoimmune
disease. First, there is a basic distinction between an autoimmune response
and an autoimmune disease. This follows from the fact that, in our model,
autoimmune antibodies are normally and usefully produced by fringe ele
ment clones. Because of the transient nature and low levels of such an
tibody production, we assume that clinically significant autoimmune dis
ease does not result. Clinical autoimmune disease is assumed to be a
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consequence of anti-S clones finding their way into the establishment as
a result of aberrant regulation. Membership in the establishment should
allow long-term production of relatively higher levels of autoimmune an
tibody. Given the stability of the pattern of specificities expressed in the
establishment, one would expect disease-producing antibodies to be part
of this stability. This perspective is consistent with the findings for myas
thenia gravis. Tzartos and coworkers have found that the specificity pattern
of antibodies to the acetylcholine receptor is remarkably constant over
periods of many years in spite of therapeutic maneuvers to control the
disease (19).

A Liberal or a Conservative Society'?
So far it has been assumed that anti-S clones are destroyed by the estab
lishment. This may not always happen as genomic alterations in v-regions
may allow rehabilitation of anti-S clones. There is a growing body of data
supporting the occurrence of frequent intraclonal somatic mutations fol
lowing antigen stimulation (20-22). It also appears that multiple rear
rangements can occur (9). Given these processes, it is possible that clones
initially expressing anti-S reactivity can undergo genomic alterations that
lead to a loss of reactivity with S-antigens and also a loss of incompatibility
with the B-cell establishment. This type of mechanism would not only
rehabilitate fringe element clones, but would also generate diversity as
was originally foreseen by Jerne (23).

Network Interactions Involving the T-Cell
Compartment
It is now known that for major classes of T cells, antigen recognition is

MHC-restricted. For such T cells, antigen must be seen on membranes
in association with either Class I or Class II S-MHC molecules [(24) and
references therein]. This type of antigen recognition seems fundamentally
different from B-cell antigen recognition, which is not restricted to mem
brane antigens and which does not require association with MHC mole
cules. It is a matter of major importance to consider whether MHC-re
stricted T-T interactions are a part of the putative idiotypic network and
whether they might obey the interaction principles we have described for
the B-cell compartment. However, current knowledge seems inadequate
for the construction of a detailed mechanistic model at this time. None
theless, it is interesting to consider the possibility that the repertoires of
Class I-restricted and Class II-restricted T cells may also contain estab
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lishments in which the clones express v-regions that bear internal images
of S-determinants or specificities that are anti-idiotypic to anti-S T-cell
receptors. It is also interesting to consider the interactions that may occur
between the T-cell and B-cell repertoires.

Interactions between the B-CelJ and T-Cell
Compartments
Let us consider T cells arising in ontogeny after the B-cell establishment
has already formed. If the T-cell receptor v-regions react with establish
ment immunoglobulins that are in body fluids, then the cells bearing them
may be destroyed by the cytotoxic mechanisms outlined previously. This
suggests that T-cell receptors must avoid reactivity with establishment
immunoglobulins. Avoidance of reactivity can be achieved if T-cell re
ceptors imitate establishment immunoglobulin v-regions, since the latter
set of v-regions is itself free of internal interactions. It is therefore clear
that the assumption that T-cell receptors bear internal images of S-antigens
is consistent with the absence of interactions between soluble establish
ment immunoglobulins and T-cell receptors. The imitation of immuno
globulin v-regions by T-cell receptors that is sometimes seen in normal
mice is absent in mice artificially devoid of B cells (25). In view of these
considerations, it seems likely that the B-cell compartment has consid
erable influence on the idiotypic structure of the T-cell repertoire.
Are there interaction pathways that allow the T-cell repertoire to influ
ence the B-cell repertoire? In the foregoing example, it is assumed that
secreted immunoglobulins are already present in body fluids before the
T cell expresses its receptor. If soluble immunoglobulin were not present,
the T cell could interact directly with the B-cell surface immunoglobulins,
and in the case of a cytotoxic T cell, destroy the B cell. Here a native
immunoglobulin is recognized (or recognizes) in a non-MHC-restricted
fashion. Recent in vitro evidence raises the possibility that such inter
actions may occur in vivo (26,27). It is also possible that native B-cell
idiotopes can be recognized by T cells in an MHC-restricted fashion (28).
This type of interaction might occur even in the presence of soluble B
cell Id, since MHC-restricted recognition is generally thought to be un
inhibitable by soluble antigen. However, these examples, which involve
the recognition of native immunoglobulin idiotopes, are as yet only formal
possibilities. The bulk of available data indicates that T cells recognize
most soluble protein antigens only after they have been processed and
therefore denatured. It is possible that in vivo T cells recognize immu
noglobulin v-regions only after processing. This possibility will be dis
cussed in detail in the section dealing with antigen presentation. Although
detailed predictions cannot be made with available data, it nonetheless
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appears that bidirectional interactions between the T-cell and B-cell rep
ertoires are likely.

T-Cell Receptor Internal Images and the Veto
Phenomenon
Among the more interesting recent discoveries in cellular immunology is
the veto phenomenon, which was discovered by Miller and Derry in 1979
(29). It was first observed in studies of the mixed lymphocyte reaction
(MLR). It was found that a subpopulation of B-strain cells could suppress
an A anti-B MLR. Further studies suggested that these cells, which were
referred to as veto cells, have the capacity to suppress Class I-restricted
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) that recognize any antigens expressed on
the veto cells (30). In other words, veto cells have the ability to suppress
CTL that attack them. The suppression mechanism appears to be different
from the classical T-cell cytolytic mechanism. Efforts to find a soluble
suppressor factor have been unsuccessful. Suppression appears to be per
manent (30). Veto cells have been found in bone marrow, thymus, and
fetal liver of normal mice. In athymic nude mice, bone marrow and spleen
contain veto cells. In spleens and lymph nodes of normal mice, veto cells
can be found after a period of in vitro incubation (30). Of special interest
is the finding that mature cytotoxic T cells can have veto activity (31,32).
It is clear that the veto phenomenon could play an important role in S
NS discrimination. However, according to current thinking, the veto effect
is considered to be limited to antigens expressed on the veto cells (30,33).
Moreover, the mechanism is regarded to be independent of the antigen
MHC specificity of the cell in the case of CTL-type veto cells (33).
The main point of this discussion is to emphasize that the presence of
internal images of S-antigens on Class I-restricted T-cell receptors of ma
ture CTL would provide a basis for extending the veto phenomenon to
the entire set of S-antigens represented as internal images. In order for
this scheme to work, it is necessary that veto suppression be activated
when an anti-Id CTL attempts to attack the veto cell through recognition
of the T-cell receptor on the veto cell. We are unaware of any evidence
against this possibility. On the contrary, Fink and co-workers have found
that a c1onotypic antibody to the T-cell receptor on a cloned T-cell line
augments the veto activity by 300-fold (34). This augmentation, which
may be due, at least in part, to the induction of cell proliferation, suggests
that cross-linking of the c1onotypic receptor does not interfere with veto
activity. Conceivably, cross-linking the c1onotypic receptors by receptors
on an attacking T cell might activate veto suppression as it does for other
antigens expressed on the veto cell.
As noted by Miller (30), effector T-suppressor cells have been reported
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to bear Ly2 and Class II MHC antigens (35), raising the possibility' that
Class II-restricted T cells are also subject to veto control.
According to the scheme presented here, mature CTL belonging to the
establishment have both dual specificity and dual effector functions. On
the one hand, they are specific for targets bearing foreign antigens and
can lyse these cells. On the other hand, they bear internal images of S
antigens and can suppress CTL having specificity for these S-antigens.
These features are directly analogous to the properties postulated for es
tablishment antibodies that have specificity for foreign antigen and anti
Id specificity for anti-S B-cell receptors.

T-Cell Receptor Internal Images of MHC-Determinants
and MHC-Restriction
The recent extraordinary progress in characterizing the molecular genetics,
amino acid sequence, and peptide structure of the T-cell receptor (36-39)
has so far failed to clarify the basis of T-cell antigen recognition, which
exhibits the phenomenon of MHC-restriction. On the contrary, the new
data have intensified the enigma of MHC-restriction. It has been revealed
that the T-cell receptor is an antibodylike molecule (40), which is puzzling
since antibodies do not exhibit MHC-restriction. In the case of MHC
restricted antigen recognition, antigen must be associated with membranes
bearing MHC molecules in order to be recognized. MHC-restriction ap
pears to be a binding event phenomenon in which high-affinity complexes
occur only when a ternary complex consisting of the T-cell receptor, an
tigen, and MHC is formed (41,42). Binary complexes consisting of antigen
and T-cell receptor or MHC and T-cell receptor do not functionally activate
the T-cell and do not lead to adhesion between the T-cell and a cell bearing
antigen alone or antigen + incorrect MHC. The problem, therefore, is to
understand why both antigen and MHC are required for a functional bind
ing event and why neither alone will give functional binding. Essentially
two types of models have been proposed to account for MHC restriction:
dual recognition models which postulate the existence of two sites that
recognize independent antigen and MHC determinants and single rec
ognition models which envision a single-site receptor that recognizes a
neoepitope which arises upon the formation of a complex between con
ventional antigen and MHC [(24) and references therein]. As yet, it is not
possible to rule out either type of model. Previous formulations of both
types of models are essentially "local" interpretations which consider the
T-cell receptor or the antigen-MHC complex as an isolated entity. In this
discussion, we offer a "non-local" interpretation of MHC-restriction that
is inspired by a network perspective. This interpretation represents an
extension of an allosteric dual recognition model which was previously
proposed by this writer in collaboration with Erlanger (24). The unique
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feature of this model is that the sites for antigen and MHC are not in-'
dependent but are coupled by an allosteric mechanism. The basic idea is
that the binding of MHC to the T-cell receptor causes a conformational
change at a second site, conferring on this site the ability to bind con
ventional antigen. This leads to the initial formation of a ternary complex,
which may, if positive cooperativity occurs, undergo further internal con
formational reorganization, to produce a tenary complex of sufficient af
finity to trigger the T cell. This model is, in a sense, a mirror image of a
neoepitope model, since it envisions the existence of neoparatopes that
arise following interaction with conventional antigen and MHC. It en
counters at least two basic difficulties, which we refer to as the dual rec
ognition problem and the neoparatope problem.

The Dual Recognition Problem
This problem is one that arises with attempts to rationalize MHC-restric
tion in the context of a two-site T-cell receptor. Its essence is revealed
by a consideration of an argument for dual recognition that was recently
given by Parham (43). Parham starts his argument by noting that some
monoclonal anti-MHC antibodies bind to cells only if they are bivalent.
Apparently, the monovalent binding energy is too low to give detectable
binding, whereas in the bivalent case the partial additivity of the binding
energies of the two sites leads to binding. He then generalizes by imagining
an antibody of mixed specificity, one site specific for MHC, the other for
conventional antigen. In this way, he accounts for MHC-restriction, i.e.,
binding is seen only if both species are present. An important point here
is that additivity of binding energy occurs only because the two species
of antigen molecules are anchored in the same membrane. That is, if an
tigen and MHC molecules were in free solution, no additivity of binding
energy would occur. This point highlights the fact that Parham's argument
applies only to receptor molecules that are in free solution. Let us now
suppose that the heterospecific antibodies are anchored in the membrane
of a cell and that the number on a single cell may be greater than 10,000.
This is the case that is relevant to the T-cell receptor, since the latter is
a membrane receptor. Suppose the cell with heterospecific antibodies col
lides with another cell bearing self MHC and no conventional antigen.
Clearly, there will be an opportunity for extensive multivalent inter
actions between the matrix of anti-MHC sites and the matrix of MHC
antigens on the target cell. Thus, the heterospecific cells should adhere
to targets when only the anti-MHC sites are occupied. This is in conflict
with the basic findings of MHC-restriction. This problem, which has
also been alluded to by Blanden and Ashman (44) and by Mitchison
(45), applies not only to Parham's model but to dual recognition models
in general.
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The Neoparatope Problem
Before attempting to provide a solution to the dual recognition problem,
it is worthwhile to consider another difficulty that is presented by the
approach of Parham (43). In his argument he chooses an antibody that
will not bind unless it is bivalent. There. of course. exists within the B
cell repertoire a population of antibodies that have sufficient affinity to
bind MHC antigens in a monovalent fashion. This point brings up the
difficulty of selecting a repertoire of T-cell receptors that have only low
affinity for both antigen and self MHC at the monovalent level. Since self
MHC is present in the organism, it is possible to imagine that some se
lection mechanism could delete receptors having a high affinity for self
MHC. However, it is difficult to imagine such a mechanism for conven
tional antigen when such antigen is not usually present in the organism
and is, moreover, unpredictable. This problem also arises in the context
of the neoparatope model. In particular, it is basic to our model that the
putative site for conventional antigen not react with high affinity until this
site is altered by simultaneous interaction with MHC. Thus, while neo
paratopes may have high affinity for conventional antigen, "old" paratopes
must have only low apparent affinity. Moreover, MHC-restriction requires
that the universe of neoparatopes not overlap with the universe of "old"
paratopes. How can the repertoire be selected to have these properties?
This is referred to as the neoparatope problem.

A Possible Solution to the Dual Recognition and
Neoparatope Problems
As a solution to these problems. we propose that there is an internal in
teraction in the T-cell receptor in which the site for conventional antigen
is sequestered as a result of an interaction between this site and the anti
MHC site. In short, we propose that one site is specific for the other. We
further propose that the anti-A site bears an internal image of the MHC
determinant that is recognized by the anti-MHC site. This scheme allows
the anti-MHC site to have substantial initial affinity for MHC without
leading to adherence to other cells that bear only MHC, since the internal
image determinant, which is an integral component of the T-cell receptor,
should be an especially effective competitive inhibitor, thereby solving
the dual recognition problem. If the antigen-contacting residues associated
with the anti-A site are also sequestered as a result of the postulated in
ternal interaction, then a low apparent affinity for conventional antigen
alone is expected. Moreover, the set of "old" paratopes. which are es
sentially nonfunctional, does not overlap with the set of neoparatopes.
Thus, the neoparatope problem would also be solved. The postulated in
ternal interaction appears compatible with the allosteric mechanism initially
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proposed. The internal bond between the two sites would be continually
forming and breaking, allowing occasional bonds to be formed with MHC
antigens on other cells. Interaction with conventional antigen, if present,
at the anti-A site would interfere with the re-formation of the internal
bond and allow the occurrence of the conformational changes that are
assumed to be required for the formation ofa high-affinity ternary complex.

Evidence for an Internal Inhibitor
A prediction of the model described above is that an incomplete T-cell
receptor lacking the anti-A site, which bears the internal image of MHC,
should show binding to self MHC on other cells. Data that are consistent
with this possibility have been obtained by Thomas and Hoffman (46).
These investigators found that antigen-specific T cells educated in vitro
would not adhere to target cells in the absence of specific antigen, as
expected. However. if the T cells were lightly trypsinized, adherence to
target cells in the absence of antigen was observed. Moreover. the ad
herence phenomenon showed preference for self MHC. It seems possible
that the trypsinization selectively removed the MHC internal image, leav
ing an incomplete T-cell receptor with an exposed anti-MHC site. With
the powerful methods developed recently. it should be possible to carry
out a rigorous exploration of these findings.

Evidence for Internal Images of MHC Determinants
on T-Cell Receptors
Sim and co-workers, on the basis of a different theoretical argument. have
been led to expect the existence of MHC internal images on T-cell re
ceptors (47). They have provided evidence that monoclonal anti-Class II
MHC antibodies as well as cytotoxic T cells specific for Class II MHC
can react with Class II-restricted T cells that appear to bear no conven
tional Class II MHC antigens (47).
It should be emphasized that the concept of a neoparatope implies the
existence of neoidiotopes and neointernal images. Therefore, if confor
mational changes occur upon the formation of a ternary complex, the abil
ity to detect various idiotopes and internal images on T-cell receptors may
be dependent on the occupation, or nonoccupation, of the sites for MHC
and conventional antigen. This may complicate the detection of internal
images on T-cell receptors.
The interpretation of MHC-restriction offered here depends on the ex
istence of internal images of MHC determinants. which may be elements
of an idiotypic network involving T-T interactions, as Mullbacher (48) and
Sim and co-workers (47) have suggested. The receptor itself can be re
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garded as a composite structure which contains both Id (anti-MHC) and
anti-Id (MHC internal image). It may seem unusual to have these structures
in the same receptor (or receptor complex), since they are traditionally
regarded as separate molecules in the B-cell compartment. However, the
more recent epibody concept is quite reminiscent of what is proposed
here for the T-cell receptor. Indeed, the T-cell receptor we envision can
be regarded as an "introverted" epibody.

Implications of Antigen Processing for Network
Interactions
According to a currently emerging paradigm (49), antigen recognition by
Class II-restricted T cells is dependent upon the processing of conventional
antigen by "antigen-presenting" cells. Antigen is internalized by the an
tigen-presenting cell and subjected to limited proteolytic degradation.
Proteolytic cleavage leads to an unfolding of the resulting peptides and
the possible exposure of sites preferentially recognized by T cells (50).
Presenting cells pulsed with antigen for a few hours and thoroughly washed
continue to present antigen for several days (49). This has recently led to
the hypothesis that processed antigen is modified in some way that leads
to a firm anchoring in the cell membrane (49). This anchoring is thought
to be independent of any interaction between processed antigen and MHC,
which is much too weak to account for the stable association with the
cell membrane (51).
Studies by Kakiuchi et al. (52), Rock et al. (53), and Lanzavecchia
(54,55) indicate that in the case of B cells. antigen presentation is greatly
enhanced when the presenting B cell possesses a membrane antibody
that is specific for the antigen. Using a B-celliine transformed by Ep
stein-Barr virus, Lanzavecchia has offered evidence that tetanus toxoid
at a concentration of 10- IJ M could be presented to cloned T cells when
the B-cell antigen receptor possessed a binding constant of lOX. B-cell
lines not specific for tetanus toxoid could also present this antigen, but
required antigen concentrations four orders of magnitude greater. The
ability to present antigen that is present in native form at such low
concentration would seem to depend on an antigen-specific "pumping"
mechanism for internalization as well as firm anchoring of processed
antigen in the membrane (56).
This model of antigen presentation represents an evolution of the pre
vious antigen-bridging model of T-B cooperation which envisioned the
recognition of native antigen by the T-helper cell (57). As will become
evident. this new model of antigen presentation has far-reaching impli
cations for network theories of immune regulation.
Chesnut and Grey demonstrated that B cells can present rabbit anti
mouse Ig antibodies to T cells specific for the processed Fc regions of
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these rabbit antibodies (58). If B cells can present the Fc region, It IS
reasonable to expect that they can also present the v-regions. If the v
regions of the exogenous antibody can be presented, it is likewise rea
sonable to expect that the endogenously synthesized v-regions can be pre
sented, since both sets of v-regions will be internalized as an immune
complex.

Mechanistic Basis of the Principle of Symmetrical
Stimulation
The principle of symmetrical stimulation was previously stated as a formal
principle. A mechanistic rationalization is required. Consider the immune
response to a thymus-dependent protein antigen. The bulk of available
data suggests that the antigen is first taken up by an antigen-presenting
cell which has no intrinsic antigen specificity, such as a macrophage (59).
The efficiency of uptake may be greatly enhanced by the presence of nat
ural antibody (60). After processing, fragments of the antigen are presented
on the cell membrane in association with Class II MHC. This leads to
activation of T-helper cells. Antigen is also presented by antigen-specific
B cells (58). However, the low precursor frequency of antigen-specific B
cells suggests that they do not playa role in the initial activation of T
cells. But once T cells are activated, they can deliver signals to B cells
presenting the appropriate antigen, leading to clonal expansion and high
rate antibody secretion. The principle of symmetrical stimulation states
that when Id B cells are stimulated, auto-anti-Id B cells are also stimulated.
Experimental evidence for auto-anti-Ids is sparse, but most studies have
depended on serological methods (61). Very recent studies using mono
clonal antibody technology suggest that auto-anti-Ids are readily detectable
(62-66). What is the pathway of stimulation? One possibility is that the
internalization of antigen by the Id B cells also leads to the presentation
of Id v-regions. This could, in turn, lead to the activation ofT-helper cells
specific for processed Id. These T-helper cells would also encounter pro
cessed Id on anti-Id B cells that have interacted with secreted Id. This
interaction should stimulate the anti-Id B cells and lead to the secretion
of auto-anti-Ids. In addition, interaction of soluble Id with an anti-Id B
cell should induce the presentation of the endogenous anti-Id, leading to
activation of a population of T cells specific for processed anti-Id. This
pathway of stimulation could, in principle, continue indefinitely. However,
the establishment may playa role in truncating idiotypic cascades. The
important point here is that when soluble ld interacts with an anti-Id B
cell, or when soluble anti-Id interacts with an Id B cell, a T cell specific
for either processed Id or anti-Id will activate both specificities of B cells.
Thus, there is a symmetry in the stimulation of ld-anti-Id pairs of B-cell
clones by v-region specific T-helper cells, as Leserman has also appre
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dated (67). Moreover, this stimulation is antibody dependent. This mech
anism is offered as the basis of the principle of symmetrical stimulation.
There is another aspect of the principle of symmetrical stimulation which
can be rationalized in the context of the new model of antigen presentation.
An essential aspect of this principle is that stimulation of B cells by soluble
ld or anti-ld can occur at concentrations below the levels at which anti
body-mediated cytotoxicity occurs. As noted above, antigen presentation
can occur when the antigen concentration is very low. For example, a B
cell receptor having a binding constant of 108 could facilitate antigen in
ternalization when the external concentration was 10- 13 M (55). Presum
ably, if the binding constant were 10 10 , presentation could occur at 10- 15
M. Given the bivalency of IgG and the higher valency of secreted IgM,
and the high concentration of mobile bivalent membrane receptors on B
cells, it is likely that ld-anti-Id reactions at B-cell surfaces are characterized
by high avidity constants. It should be noted that 10- 15 M IgG is equivalent
to [,6 x 10- 13 g ml- I • These considerations are offered in support of our
initial assumption that low concentrations of Id and anti-Id will lead to
stimulation by T-helper cells without generation of significant antibody
mediated cytotoxic effects. At much higher concentrations, we expect the
occurrence of cytotoxic effects mediated by Fc-receptor-bearing cells (8)
and possibly by Class l- or Class II-restricted [(68) and references therein]
T cells activated to mediate cytolytic effector functions. The differential
effects for high and low concentrations of Id or anti-Id that we have pos
tulated are in line with experimental observations showing that low doses
of passively transferred anti-Id tend to activate whereas high doses tend
to suppress Id expression, following challenge by antigen (69).
Since the mechanism of symmetrical stimulation is antibody dependent,
it is necessary to consider the possible breaking of symmetry by S-antigens
in cases where Id or anti-Id has an anti-S specificity. It will be recalled
that the breaking of symmetry by S-antigens is a crucial factor in the an
tagonism of Id-anti-Id pairs. The fact that antigen presentation can take
place at extremely low concentrations suggests that S-antigens may not
break symmetry, since it is unlikely that adsorption would be efficient
enough to reduce levels of Id or anti-Id below the threshold for presen
tation. Moreover, the threshold for presentation is likely to be several
orders of magnitude below the threshold for cytotoxicity effects. Within
this window, antigen presentation may not be a sensitive function of con
centration, making partial adsorption of Id or anti-Id by S-antigens un
important. In addition, Id-anti-Id, or S-antigen-Id, immune complexes may
be taken up by macrophages and presented. The ability of these complexes
to lead to presentation is in contrast with their inability to mediate cytotoxic
effects relevant to Id-anti-Id conflicts. Hence, the effects of S-antigen ad
sorption on stimulation are basically different from the effects on antag
onism.
Studies by Kohler and co-workers with the phosphorylcholine (PC)
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system have produced findings that are consistent with processing and
presentation of v-regions. It was found that immunization with PC-hem
ocyanin induces Id-specific T-helper cells that can be detected by their
ability to help TNP-specific B cells when challenged with TNP-Tl5, where
Tl5 is a PC-specific myeloma protein that bears the idiotype that dominates
the response to PC in BALB/c mice (70). This finding is consistent with
our prediction that interaction of antigen with specific B cells leads to the
presentation of B-cell receptor v-regions and the induction of v-region
specific T-helper cells.
The population of T-helper cells recognizing the TI5 myeloma protein
also recognizes the MI67 myeloma protein as highly cross-reactive. MI67
is also specific for PC (71). Inhibition experiments suggested that the rec
ognized determinants are heavy-chain associated and are preserved on
isolated chains (72). This cross-reactivity in T-cell recognition is in contrast
to what is seen with anti-idiotypic antibodies, which generally do not detect
cross-reactions with T 15 and M 167 (71). This suggests that at the level of
native immunogenic idiotopes, these myeloma proteins are not similar.
However, the cross-reactivity seen by T cells is consistent with the pos
sibility that these cells recognize processed heavy-chain peptides. The
heavy chains from these proteins are identical in the first hypervariable
region and differ by only 14 of the first 125 amino acids (21). Depending
on cleavage points, peptides of identical sequence could be obtained from
both heavy chains, and complete identity may not be needed for cross
reactivity.
The results of Jorgensen and Hannestad (73) are also consistent with
v-region processing. For example, these investigators demonstrated that
reduced and fully alkylated v-domains primed T-helper cells as effi
ciently as native domains when the response to the native domain was mon
itored.
Rubinstein et al. have observed that injection of 10 f.1g of A48Id into
BALB/c neonates leads to activation and dominance of the A48Id com
ponent of the response to bacterial levan (74,75). In unmanipulated mice
this Id is normally absent. Presentation of A48Id v-regions may be in
volved in the activation process. Indeed, it was found that A48Id dom
inance was associated with the activation of T-helper cells specific for
A48ld (74,75).

Residue Epitopes, Residue Idiotopes, and Residue
Internal Images
The possibility that immunoglobulin v-regions may be processed and pre
sented suggests the existence of an additional dimension of network reg
ulation. Let us consider classical idiotopes on native immunoglobulin v
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regions. Using the language of Kunkel (10), these antigenic determinants
are "individual antigenic specificities" that are associated with unique
aspects of the v-region sequences. This same concept can be enlarged to
include unique epitopes, i.e., idiotopes, that will likely be present on the
processed v-region peptides. Since these peptides represent the residue
that remains after partial proteolytic degradation, we refer to these idio
topes as "residue idiotopes." It must, of course, be kept in mind that
they are recognized in association with MHC antigens. In this context,
an interesting possibility presents itself. Since the set of v-region peptides
that can be presented by B cells is a diverse set, it is possible that peptides
in this set will be cross-reactive with peptides associated with processed
conventional antigens. Thus, residue epitopes on processed conventional
antigens may cross-react with residue idiotopes. In particular, if a poly
clonal population of T cells specific for a residue epitope also react with
a residue idiotope, then the residue idiotope can be regarded as a residue
internal image.
The possible existence of these residue elements suggests the existence
of a new category of network interactions. It is now necessary to consider
that some antibodies may bear both native and residue internal images.
Consider a hapten-carrier conjugate, such as adenosine-bovine albumin.
There may exist antibodies that in their native state bear internal images
of adenosine (62) and in their processed state bear residue internal images
of "carrier determinants." i.e., residue images of albumin residue epitopes.
These two-level internal images may be of considerable importance for
the development of idiotype vaccines, as they would facilitate the induction
of both T-cell and B-cell immunity to a viral protein. Noseworthy et al.
may have isolated a monoclonal antibody of this type (76). Their antibody
appears to bear an internal image of the reovirus determinant which in
teracts with the virus receptor on infectable cells (76). Interestingly, im
munization with this antibody not only induces antibodies that recognize
native virus, but also induces delayed-type hypersensitivity to the virus
(77). The latter reactivity is generally attributed to Class II-restricted T
cells that recognize processed antigen (78).
Two-level internal images may arise when there is sequence homology
between the viral protein and one of the v-regions of the internal image
antibody. In such a case, the homologous sequence might lead to native
sequence determinants that are cross-reactive. The homologous sequence
might also lead to residue determinants that are cross-reactive. It should
be emphasized that the shape of the residue determinant might be quite
different from the native determinant involving the same amino acids. It
is interesting to note that the internal image antibody isolated by Bruck
et al. (79) has a v-region stretch of amino acids that is homologous to a
stretch of the viral sequence. Although two-level internal images may arise
as a result of sequence homology, such homology may not always be
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required, given the mimicry of nonproteinaceous substances such as hap
tens (5) and carbohydrates (80).
The existence of two-level internal images would be of considerable
theoretical importance, since it has heretofore not been obvious how the
idiotypic network can store the information that a particular hapten is
attached to a carrier molecule (7). Such information may also be stored
using two-level epibodies. For example, an antibody specific for a native
determinant on a protein could also bear a residue idiotope or residue
internal image that cross-reacts with a residue epitope of the protein. Res
idue epibodies might playa role in the generation of auto-anti-Ids, since
a carrier-specific T-helper cell specific for the residue epitope could stim
ulate an anti-Id B cell presenting the v-region of the residue epibody.
Residue epibodies may be relevant to the interesting data of Kim et at.
(81), which reveal that some cloned T-helper lines specific for ovalbumin
facilitate a phosphorylcholine response in which the T15 idiotype domi
nates and others do not. The T15-inducing clone, which is specific for an
ovalbumin residue epitope, could also be specific for a Tl5 residue idio
tope. In this case, the T-helper cell would see a greater density of pro
cessed antigen on B cells expressing the T15 Id, which may lead to a
quantitatively greater response. This interpretation should be readily tested
using synthetic peptides based on the TI5 sequence and the existing T
cell clones.
A consideration of network interactions involving residue elements im
mediately leads to the following question: Is the set of residue idiotopes
complete? Another question also arises: Is the set ofT-ceil receptors that
recognize residue elements complete? While these questions cannot, of
course, be answered on the basis of available data, some considerations
can be made.
The concept of completeness is intimately related to the concept of
specificity. On the basis of considerable data, it is clear that a single an
tibody molecule can exhibit multispecificity in antigen binding (82). This
means that antibodies do not have absolute powers of discrimination.
Clearly, the greater the degree of multispecificity, the greater the likelihood
of interactions within the B-cell repertoire.
These considerations can be transferred to the residue compartment.
The first point to be noted is that the number of native antibody v-regions
is likely to be greater than the number of v-region peptides that can be
presented as processed fragments. On the other hand, there is evidence
that T cells exhibit a higher degree of multispecificity than B cells [(24)
and references therein]. This could compensate for the smaller universe
of processed v-region peptides and allow for a functional network involving
residue elements. However, it should be noted that the findings of Jor
gensen and Hannestad suggest that Ir gene defects may place some re
strictions on completeness (73).
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IgD May Playa Special Role in the Presentation of
Endogenous v-Regions
An especially puzzling feature of B cells is the existence of two isotypes
of membrane receptors. In addition to monomeric IgM, there is also an
IgO receptor (9). The function of the IgO isotype, which occurs almost
entirely as a membrane receptor (83), has continued to resist clarification.
A unique feature of IgO is the proteolytic lability of its hinge and Fab
regions (84). Also intriguing is the fact that immature B cells have only
IgM (9). From the perspective generated by this discussion, an interesting
possibility for IgO function presents itself. An essential step in antigen
presentation is the proteolytic cleavage of the antigen into fragments. The
greater lability of IgO hinge and Fab regions suggests that they may be
processed more efficiently, leading to a greater concentration of processed
fragments on the membrane and a greater potential for the stimulation of
residue-idiotope-specific T-helper cells. That this would occur on mature
B cells and not immature cells is interesting. Conceivably, immature B
cells expressing inappropriate v-regions might first be subjected to negative
selection before the expression of IgO occurs.
In this discussion, antigen presentation has been viewed as a process
in which molecules in the extracellular fluid or on the cell membrane are
internalized. Very recent evidence suggests that internally synthesized
proteins can also be presented (68,85). This possibility makes it important
to emphasize that an assumption of the model presented here is that v
regions of B cells unstimulated by antigen or anti-Id are not presented.
It is assumed that antigen processing takes place in specialized compart
ments and that access to these compartments is a controlled process, as
some experimental evidence is already beginning to indicate (86,87).
The model of v-region processing offered here differs from prior sug
gestions in several important features. A recent model, proposed by Les
erman (67), appears heavily influenced by the determinant selection hy
pothesis (88). This hypothesis assumes that processed antigen adheres to
the membrane of an antigen-presenting cell because of its affinity for Class
II MHC. Leserman notes the difficulty of understanding how the myriad
of conventional antigens can all have affinity for the several MHC mol
ecules present in a single individual. He then assumes that presentation
of conventional antigen is an incidental, occasional feature and that a uni
form and centrally important consequence of the interaction of antigen
with B-cell receptors is to induce the presentation of the B-cell receptors.
He envisions that presentation involves antigen-induced endocytosis and
limited proteolysis to expose an invariant hydrophobic site, which may
be located in CH I, and which has affinity for Class II MHC molecules.
Return of the processed Ig to the cell surface leads to Ig-MHC complex
formation and subsequent T-cell recognition. The important point here is
that the invariant site must remain connected to the hypervariable region
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where idiotypic determinants are located. This means that proteolysis must
be relatively limited.
The model offered in this discussion assumes that membrane anchorage
of processed Ig is independent of any affinity for MHC, although weak
affinity may exist (51) and may playa role in the formation of the ternary
complex with the T-cell receptor. The mechanism for membrane anchorage
is assumed to be similar for both conventional antigen and Ig. Hence,
presentation of conventional antigen and of Ig are of equal likelihood and
importance. Moreover, the anchoring mechanism, which may involve the
formation of covalent bonds, imposes no currently apparent restriction
on the degree of proteolysis. On the basis of experiments with synthetic
peptides (89), processed peptides may be as short as about 15 amino acids.
McMamara et al. (72), on the basis of their data and those of Jorgensen
and Hannestad (73), have suggested that T cells "see" individual Ig chains
and that antigen-presenting cells may separate Ig molecules into free poly
peptides. This suggestion also envisions very limited modifications.
If we are correct in suggesting that processing for v-regions is similar
to that for conventional antigens, then an experimental exploration of v
region processing is immediately accessible, given the availability of known
v-region sequences for some antigen systems, the availability of T-cell
clones and hybridomas, and the ease with which short peptides can be
synthesized.

A Possible Mechanism for Network Control of B-Cell
and T-Cell Rearrangements
Complete immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor genes are assembled by
rearrangement mechanisms in which germline gene segments are selected
and joined to form complete genes. To assemble, for example, an im
munoglobulin heavy-chain variable region, recombination between three
different germline elements (V[H], D, J) must occur. In the mouse, the
v[H] segment must be selected from a set that contains 200 to 1,000 ele
ments. The D and J sets contain 12 and 4 elements, respectively (9). As
yet, a detailed understanding of the forces that regulate these recombi
nation events has not been achieved. However, Yancopoulos and Alt have
proposed a model which suggests that a single recombinase mediates the
assembly of all Ig and T-cell receptor variable gene segments (90). An
essential aspect of this model is that for the recombinase to be active on
a particular gene segment, the gene segment must be exposed. They have
observed that germline V[H] segments are transcriptionally active before
rearrangement. They assume that this transcriptional activity ensures the
exposure necessary for recombinase activity.
It is proposed here to extend the accessibility model of Yancopoulos
and Alt to include a mechanism by which T cells can influence the selection
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of V[H] segments by the recombinase. Essentially three additional as
sumptions are needed for this extension.
Antigen presentation is usually visualized as a process in which proteins
in the external fluid are internalized and then processed. Previously in
this discussion, it was also assumed that endogenously synthesized mem
brane immunoglobulins can be internalized and processed when they in
teract with antigens or antibodies. In the context of the Jancopoulos-Alt
model, we further assume that V[H] transcripts produce peptides which
find their way into the compartments where the processing required for
antigen presentation takes place. Although this could occur by an exog
enous pathway in which peptides having leader sequences are brought to
the cell surface and then reinternalized, it is of special interest to consider
the possible existence of an endogenous pathway for antigen presentation.
Evidence for this kind of pathway has recently been obtained with internal
viral proteins that have no leader sequences. Recent evidence suggests
that cytolytic T cells can kill infected cells through recognition of processed
fragments of internal viral proteins (68,85).
The second assumption is that the transcription of unrearranged V[H]
segments is a stochastic process that results in different V[H] segments
being transcribed in different unrearranged cells at a particular time.
Thus, while population studies may suggest transcription of large frac
tion of V[H] segments, we assume that in individual cells, transcription
is restricted to a stochastically selected and possibly time-variable sub
set of VIii] segments. This means that different cells will, at a particular
point in time, present the processed peptides of different sets of V[H]
segments. As a result, it becomes possible for Class II-restricted T cells
to "know" which V[H] segments are transcriptionally active in a partic
ularcell and, therefore, which VII-n segments are likely targets ofrecom
binase selection.
If it is further assumed that T cells specific for residue epitopes of V[H]
translation products can deliver signals that can activate the recombinase,
then a mechanism is established by which T cells can control or select
rearrangements. The specificity of the control will clearly depend on the
fraction of V[H] segments that are transcribed within the time interval
required for T-cell recognition and activation of the recombinase. Con
ceivably, the effect of this control may be to focus the recombinase on a
particular V[H] subfamily, rather than to select an individual V[H] seg
ment. The sequence homology that would exist within a V[I-n family or
subfamily (91) should yield frequent cross-reactions among processed
peptides from V[H] segments belonging to that subfamily.
This model can be extended to include DJ[H] segments which are tran
scriptionally active and which lead to D[f.L] chains that contain 20 to 40
amino acids and also appear to contain a hydrophobic Ieaderlike sequence
(9). Control of class switching by T cells specific for residue epitopes on
processed translation products of unrearranged constant-region gene seg
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ments might also be possible, since these gt:tne segments remain tran
scriptionally active after the formation of a f.1-chain gene (9,92).
In this model, it has been assumed that the T cell activates the recom
binase. The T cell in question might be a Class II-restricted T-helper that
secretes the lymphokines appropriate for recombinase activation. It should
be noted that there is already in vitro evidence that T cells together with
dendritic cells can drive the maturation of B-lineage cells (92). However.
it seems prudent to be open to the possibility of negative selection by
Class 1- or Class II-restricted CTL. Pre-B cells are reported to express
Class II MHC antigens (93) and presumably express Class I MHC antigens.
As yet there is little evidence that transcripts of unrearranged VlH]
segments are translated. However, Ucker and co-workers have recently
discovered a cytotoxic T-cell line in which an unrearranged V[H] gene is
transcribed and translated (94). Interestingly, the product appears to be
on the cell membrane. From a conventional point of view, this is puzzling,
since the peptide possesses no membrane-anchoring sequence. The authors
suggest a noncovalent association with the heterodimeric T-cell receptor.
Alt and co-workers have offered the similar suggestion that the sequence
homology between V[H] segments and 132-microglobulin may allow binding
to Class I MHC chains (9). Our suggestion that translation products of
V[H] segments can be processed represents an alternative basis for the
membrane association of the V[H] peptide described by Ucker and co
workers. However. it should be noted that processing of VlH] peptides
is assumed to be controlled so that it normally occurs before rearrangement
and not after. The V[H] expression observed by Ucker et al. may therefore
be aberrant.
If it is granted that the T-cell repertoire is shaped by network inter
actions, then this model provides for network control of immunoglobulin
and possibly T-cell receptor rearrangements. It is relevant to consider if
this model makes sense in the context of network regulation. One con
sequence of T-cell selection of gene segments would be to ensure that the
v-region peptides generated after antigen recognition can be recognized
by the available T-cell repertoire. Except for differences due to junctional
diversity and somatic mutation (9), peptides from complete v-regions
should be similar to peptides from unrearranged segments. The findings
of Jorgensen and Hannestad (73) demonstrate Ir gene defects in the rec
ognition of syngeneic v-regions. Such defects may be minimized by the
rearrangement control mechanism offered here.

Conclusion
Although incomplete in many respects, the model offered in this discussion
is, nonetheless, sufficiently well elaborated to allow many testable pre
dictions, only a few of which have been described because of space lim
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itations. These predictions are of importance not only to basic questions
of immune regulation but also to the practical use of monoclonal antibodies
in the treatment of cancer and autoimmune diseases and as idiotype vac
cines. It is hoped that the perspective generated by this model will inspire
the design of experiments that will lead to the direct evidence that is needed
to prove or disprove the existence of an idiotypic network.
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